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and non-Euclidian geometry, Mendeleev and the periodic
table. It is parrot "knowledge, of course, not under-
standing. But it generates a deep respect for science and
scientists. It * builds them up *, to use the jargon of
advertising. And it -attracts into science the brightest
minds in Russia.
The newspapers act in another way as recruiting sergeants
for science; for when a distinguished scientist dies, they
report in detail the financial benefits paid to his widow and
family. In October 1945 the engineer A. N. Krylov died.
It was immediately announced that, in addition to the
endowment of fourteen Krylov scholarships and other
memorials, Krylov's wife would receive a personal pension
and yearly assistance to the value of 50,000 roubles. Two
months later the botanist V. L. Komarov died. Various
memorial scholarships were immediately founded, arid in
addition it was announced that his wife would receive a
pension and a grant of 70,000 roubles, and his sister a
pension and a grant of 30,000 roubles.
All this hero-worship of the scientists in the newspapers
is admirable, and it explains why the ambition of many a
young Russian is to be a scientific research worker; not a
doctor, or a lawyer, or a soldier. Only it is sometimes
abused for stupid nationalistic propaganda: examples of
this abuse are given later in this chapter.
Popular Scientific Literature
In 1941 C. H. Waddington made a brilliant excursion into
popular science 1 and he dedicated his book to his own
reputation as a ' sound * young man which (he supposed)
would perish when the book appeared. Scientists in
Britain who write about popular science still Tiave to
apologise: in Russia an indiscretion as successful as
Waddington's would place its author (in the critical
reviews) alongside Homer and Lucretius, the * founders of
1 The Scientific Attitude, Penguin, 1941:

